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A thoroughly historic building
Domesday to today



The age of the present building
The grain and flour store part of Molecey Mill was constructed by 1773. John and Eleanor Molecey
recorded this event in the date stone they placed in the gable end of the building facing Stamford Road 
and the Welland Navigation. 

This positioning must have been done to make a statement to those passing by road or canal that this 
was an important place on their journey to do business. 



What was the building?
The Granary was a large scale store for grain and flour set over 4 floors. 
On the top floor the grain chute is now visible again.
The construction is of Stamford stone with a Collyweston roof. 
Inside on each floor are 5 giant oak beams some of which we think link through 
into the Mill next door.



Other dated evidence in the building is a name and date on one of the oak beams 
in the kitchen this records Thomas Ediss in 1781. We assume he might be the 
carpenter responsible for the oak beams in the building. We haven't yet carbon 
dated them but taking the date 1773 could make them medieval trees. 
In the 1960’s Mrs. van Geest was parking her 1922 Wolesley under this beam.



The style of this granary building and the one at Maxey Mill are so 
similar that John Molecey must have used the same plan when he built 
that grain store at his mill in Maxey in 1779.



Other visitors 
On your way up the stairs the grain shaft on the landing is inscribed with a T and two 
backwards S. In the attic in what we now call Mr. Molecey's room there is another initial 
on a stone to the right hand side of the window which has a T.S inscribed on it.  
Could these be the initials of Mr. Sharp the Miller recorded as being here in the 1670’s?
If so are elements of the building earlier than 1773?

Outside on the wharf to the right of the blocked up door into the dining room are the 
initials W-T. Perhaps a Mr. Thorpe?



Under offer
Molecey vacated by 1890
Sold 1896 to Fullard
1950 and 1958 on market
van Geest’s take it through to the 1980’s, after they leave it is divided up.



Working mill



Milling again?



Hub of the business?
The present dining room-blocked up doors, windows 
and chimneys



Blocked up cart door
Access by canal and road



Turnpike road and the toll bar 
cottage



The Welland Navigation



Have we uncovered a slip for the 
fenland lighters?



The view from above 
June 1964 – April 2016


